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SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA 

LOCAL (VANCOUVER) No. 1

EDUCATIONAL CLASSES 
POLITICAL ECONOMY: Every Sunday afternoon, 

from 3 to 5.
HISTORY: Every Thursday evening, from 8 to 10.

Classes meet at 401 Pender Street East. No fees 
are asked and no collection is made. All that is 
required is an earnest interest in the subject taken 
up. All points raised and all questions asked are 
fully discussed. Membership in the Socialist Party 
of Canada is not a condition of membership of these 
classes.

You are earnestly invited to attend.
-----------------:0:------------ ----- /

LOCAL (WINNIPEG) No. 8—EDUCATIONAL 
. CLASSES.

means of life, a clium ownership of the machinery 
production and distribution—they will begin 
think intelligently as to how they can remove 
«•«use. Intelligent thought will determine inte 
Rent action., and intelligent action will express 
«If in the reorganization of 
for use instead of for profit 

As surely as the means of life controlled by 
for its own profit begot unemployment, pau 
•“rime and war, so surely vfrill production f°r ’ 
beget abundance, peace and social morality, and 
bring into existence a greater degree of hap 
humanity. K-
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HISTORICAL REVIEW.

• (Continued from page 2)
Capital nun has tunnelled mountains, spanned 

oceans, harnessed the wind, and brought the < 
"f the earth within* speaking diatane'e. It 
''rested from Nature many of its»secrets, has de 
into past history and laid it hare for us to r 
showing us that*all things, this earth, man and 
'«'ties are constantly changing and developing 

‘So fient the works of men, 
fWk to their earth again * ,,
Ancient and holy things fade like a dream.

ECONOMIC CLASS: Every Friday at 8 p.m. 
SPEAKERS’ CLASS: Every Sunday at 11 a.m. 
HISTORY CLASS: Monday Evening, 8 o’clock. 

Friday Afternoon, 3 o’clock.

These classes are already well attended, and the 
number of members is increasing. The classes meet 
at 530 Main Street, Winnipeg, and all workers are 
requested to attend.
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Socialist Party of 

Canada
Socialist Party of Canada, attire onr aUotianea to.
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and rapport of. the principle» and program 
t ionary working class.
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S. J»».»..- »• - -T1:i,g stream of prodta, and to the worker, an e.er lncrtaalng 
measure of misery end degradation.

The interest of the working elaee lies

■ in.- aoriellr controlled economic forces.

"“'"VThis it the Clsse SimffiG.
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of Canada, with the object of conquer 
for the purpose of setting up and en- 
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is setting itself free
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of the Socialist Perty 
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Ihe economic programmeforcing
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U. i. property in ’the -can. of -With ponction 
(natural re.ourcea, factor!.., -ilia, railroad., eto.) 
into collect!»* means of production.

V The organisation and managemant of ladnatry by 
the working class . .
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ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

By PETER T. LECHE.

NOW READY.
Preface by the author.

132 PAGES.

Per Copy, 25 Cents.
Ten copies np, 20 cents each. 

Poet Paid.
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SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
(Fifth Edition)
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